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Jacques
SPECIES: 

SPECIES: American Kestrel 

LOG #: 23-397

ARRIVAL DATE: 2/15/23

INJURY: Imprint

A pool maintenance person found Jacques in a pool skimmer while he was 
working. Jacques showed signs of being imprinted upon arrival and already 
had falconry equipment on his leg. He appeared comfortable around 
humans, and was deemed non-releasable for this reason. He was quickly 
transferred to the education team and has become a welcome addition.

NOTES: Jacques was named after Jacques Cousteau, a French naval officer 
and oceanographer who invented the ‘aqualung’ in 1943.

  

QUIRKS: Needs a relationship.  

HANDLING TIPS: Will fly until you develop a relationship.  Find someone he 
knows to talk to him until he steps up for you alone.  

BOXING: Boxes well.

RETURNING:  Step off onto perch

CAR SICK: No
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Willis
SPECIES: Great horned owl

LOG #: 23-9234

ARRIVAL DATE: 9/29/23

INJURY: Imprint

Willis was found as a nestling and kept as a pet illegally before being 
confiscated by the Arizona Game and Fish Department and brought to 
Liberty Wildlife. Having had free range of the household he had been 
raised in, he has no fear of humans. As an imprint, he is non-releasable and 
was transferred to the education department.

NOTES: 

QUIRKS:    Doesn’t like men or people in hats

HANDLING TIPS: Will bite when stepping up.  If he’s flying when you are 
trying to collect him, get another person who works with him to step him 
up and do a glove exchange.  

BOXING: Boxes well.  

RETURNING: Step off onto perch

CAR SICK: UNKNOWN
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Piper

SPECIES: Red-tailed hawk

LOG #: 23-2568

ARRIVAL DATE: 5/5/23

INJURY: Juvenile cataract

NOTES:   

QUIRKS: 

HANDLING TIPS: May come to your feet when you enter.  Call her back up 
to perch to collect from there.  Should be fed before working with 
her/going on program.  

BOXING: in training

RETURNING:  Step off onto perch

CAR SICK: No
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Emma

SPECIES: Great Horned Owl

LOG #: 23-9778

ARRIVAL DATE: 12/3/23

INJURY: Imprint/wing fracture/eye injury

Emma was found in the wild and kept illegally by the finder for over 2 
years.  In captivity she ended up with an eye infection and was 
subsequently turned over to Liberty Wildlife for care.  Upon initial 
assessment it was evident that she also had had a fracture in her left wing 
that had healed wrong.  The eye was so terribly injured and infected that it 
had to be removed. 

QUIRKS: Needs a relationship.  

HANDLING TIPS: Tends to fly a few times before ending up back at step up 
place at back of mew.  

BOXING: HASN’T BEEN BOXED as of 6/2024

RETURNING: Step off onto back perch

CAR SICK: UNKNOWN


